Cruising Log 140617

Thursday June 5th continued. In Marina del Sole, Cagliari.
We showered and having heard that the World Car Rally was in town with an evening race starting at 1900 Colin & I walked into the centre. It takes about 20 mins and there is now a new promenade, which winds around the Naval Academy to the Via Roma. All traffic was of course halted and the place heaved with people and noise, all along the main road were stalls. I managed to see one car set off but Colin 5ft 2½ in his socks could see little. We left, walked into the old part of town and by luck I found the Olympic Restaurant where I ate last year with Giuseppe & Sara. Without their guidance my Sardinian food was disappointing.
Friday June 6th.
This marina is an extraordinary place, like non other. It is family run by Montis (we all call him Father Christmas) bearded, who rarely smiles and his son, Massimilano, who speaks some English but is never around. The bar cum reception and the ablutions are all tented affairs erected on a breakwater cum pontoon. I gather the owner contends that he is not on council land and therefore not obliged to pay his council dues – a dispute unresolved for years! The whole place would not satisfy health & safety. The decking is uneven, haphazard and creaks, and strewn with lines, cables, bikes and various items undergoing repair. The facilities, shall we say, are modest (don’t forget to take your own paper!) but surprisingly everything does seem to work. It’s full of serious boats and many liveaboards, fascinating like-minded people. The frustrations are largely because of the language barrier, we are in Sardinia and few speak English. I tried to sign in with Massimo (spelt the same as the son but I use this to distinguish) who speaks a little, Monday will do! Now I have a major problem and 2/3 minor ones. Again on passage the engine revs fluctuated, and on arrival after only 270M the pre filter was ¼ full of porridge! I received dirty fuel in Rodney Bay, St Lucia and had the fuel washed in Trinidad and again in Antigua. On an Island Packet yacht the fuel tank is deep and can only be accessed from the top. It will have baffle plates probably fore and aft that can retain debris. The tank can only be removed by cutting the deck, it’s aluminium and to cut into the top to make a bigger whole is dangerous because of the fumes. When I returned to PD in Portoscuso last year despite leaving a virtually full tank (from Rab) there was water in the fuel, which was drained off.  I have not used biocide for some time being advised against on one occasion but I now suspect the brownish layer is from the tank and the grey sludge layer is from bacteria. I need professional advice and clean fuel, but it’s difficult to explain all this to Massimo! I have the charge light staying on issue and Massimo did gather that I needed an electrician and called saying he would visit pm or tomorrow morning, en passant I’ll get him to rewire the windlass switches. The fourth issue is water pressure pump 2, but we can deal with this on board. My morning was taken up changing the pre filter and dismantling the Racor unit to thoroughly clean, keeping a sample for all to see. After erecting the bimini and lunch I commissioned my bicycle and one wobbly pensioner set off to brave the Italian drivers and establish communications. I stopped at the small chandlery to say “Hi” to Piercarlo and his mother and he directed me to the nearest Tabac to re-activate my Wind SIM for Sardinia. (0039)3201124503 and from there I cycled all the way to West Cagliari and the Wind shop where last year my hired car was towed away just before my homeward flight. Eva was good and patient and together we set up my Huawei Mobile Wifi for 20€ inc 9€ for 3G for 1 month. She needed my passport, which I’d forgotten to bring but I’m set up & I promised to return Saturday or Monday. I visited the excellent Nautica chandlery and they had skeleton fishing rods. The day ended with watching aeroplanes practising for the air show at Piccolo del Poetto, the Cagliari beach just around the promontory.  
Saturday June 7th.
Early on I met Marco, a professional sailing instructor here, s/y Free Spirit a near neighbour. He spoke excellent English, had much helpful advice and will be a good contact. I walked to Nautica carrying my steel rod and used filters and Nikola who spoke good English will order up my filters and adjust the 3m rod to fit that I’ll collect Monday 1600.  Somewhat surprisingly he reads avidly and I found myself discussing with him the Celtic influence on Catholicism a la the Nazarenes v the Augustine tradition from Rome. The rest of the day was spent writing up my log, which was duly sent together with the previous one, an overload by mistake! Dear old Alastair said he enjoyed reading the lot again. We saw and heard little from the air show!
Sunday June 8th.
Montis was on his own in “reception” so I returned with a sheet of A4 paper with days and dates marked out showing my arrival and hoped for departure on Saturday June 14 together with my diesel specimen pot. I think he got the message. Next I decided to tackle the pressure pump 2 problem, and got out the manual and my spares. Colin kindly took over but with a pump removed I realised he had removed the pump marked 1! It was replaced but did not work. It was detached again to doubly check the electrical connections losing one retaining screw to the bilge. It was reattached with good disconnectable terminals and then a loose and corroded wire found and connected. The pump worked but with the cocks and switch to “2” it was pump marked “1” that vibrated!! Everything was doubly checked, worked, and sounded fine and secured. The pumps were re-labelled to coincide with the controls. Another mystery because David the plumber in Trinidad was absolutely first class, he had installed the second pump in parallel in Feb 2007 and corrected his original labelling!! I tried to contact Rae on Facetime at 1900 BST and bless her, she waited ¾ hour but I was unsuccessful. It’s a problem of calling oneself – my iPhone rang, but I thought I had set it up using my web email address. Spoke to JAL and he phoned Rae – no problem with Skype where I know we have two separate addresses (as Phil knows!) 
Monday June 9th.
0745 I’m in reception and I’ll not leave until matters arranged. At 0800 I phoned Massimilano and he would attend in 20 mins. Right I was able to explain my fuel problem and he was straight onto the phone and he also knows my requirement for an electrician. I returned to PD but Colin had left and I found myself locked out. OK, if going ashore we lock up but I was only in the reception area and he must have passed right by, furthermore he was not contactable by phone. I sat and waited and Massimilano arrived with two chaps but I had to send them away. Colin returned and stood watch while I cycled all the way to the Wind shop and my appointment with Eva for her to photocopy my passport and Mobile Wifi details. I dropped by Nautico on the return, they do not make 10μ filters anymore apparently, OK we’ll take the 20μ ones x3 and these were ordered. When I returned I had a conference with Montis +2, drawing pictures of my fuel tank. The access is small so they had to use a small 12V pump, powered from my batteries, to draw off my fuel to containers and I was impressed that they then had siphons attached to rigid tubes to reach the base. At 1600 I collected my steel pole and the fishing rod made to fit for my spare HF aerial.
Tuesday June 10th.
I thought I’d get some biocide and was outside the Nautico chandlery at 0800! It does not open until 0900 but as I knew Colin wanted to walk into town before it became too warm I returned. Later we rigged the HF aerial satisfactorily. Otherwise it was a lazy day on a fuel less boat! We read and chatted and researched ginko biloba & lycopene! Colin has been troubled by pins & needles in his R hand, I was able to explain that these symptoms were not circulatory but due to an ulna neuropathy, i.e. a trapped nerve. At 1745 David from Manchester arrived alongside, he was clearly bushed being single handed and as he was still flying the Spanish flag I surmise he has sailed from the Balearics. He was invited to join us and Diane & Graham Williams s/y White Satin of Mylor from Cardiff for drinks but he turned in.
Wednesday June 11th.
Again at reception early to keep up the pressure. Massimilano was there and understands a little, he tried to phone his father but was unable to raise him. Nothing can happen until I have some fuel. Back on board a good chat with David who had indeed sailed single-handed from Majorca to here. His middle daughter, Sally Tuson plays centre for England. Glory be! He is also an electrical engineer and has offered his help once I have fuel. By midday I’m frustrated and go to reception to have words. A protracted conference ensues only relieved by the arrival of Garry, from Liverpool, s/y Wild Oats who spoke Italian. I gather that the considered opinion is that my fuel is so contaminated by water & bacteria that I should take on new fuel (600L @ 1.8€/L!!) and before that they would add a solvent (biocide – Schneider, Green Star) in heavy dosage and leave overnight. They will also provide a can of clean fuel so that I can actually run the engine by detaching the fuel in and return lines, in order to work on the charging problem. Why one might ask did they not tell me all this on Tuesday? I had assumed that they had taken my fuel away to clean. David looking more refreshed popped over and looked at my fuel lines. He was not happy with disconnecting the return line but immediately shed light on my electrics in that the wires to the base of the main fuel filter are to a float switch and merely a warning circuit should the main fuel filter become blocked. Should that occur they might well cause the charge light to stay on. We had noticed and volunteered that the two wires beneath appeared twisted and corroded but had not been happy to tackle on passage. Right we dismantled the main fuel filter, the wires indeed were twisted and could short, but do we really need them? He had the same unit on his boat so took the wires away and tested, indeed they caused the charge light to come on, but without the connection there was no warning light. We could do no more so must get fuel in the tank tomorrow. Colin on his last night on board had my second rendering of chicken breasts with a white sauce, rice & peas.
Thursday June 12th.
Yet again, at reception early to try and get action.  A chap did arrive to siphon off the fuel and solvent. I bid farewell to Colin who took a taxi to the airport sharing with a young German fellow. I cycled to Nautico in search of the wired unit beneath the main fuel filter, and found that the 20μ filters I had ordered were not Racor but Marfilt, and that Nikola had been unable to get a standard main fuel filter for my Yanmar. Obviously the staff of the large chandlery was constrained by ordering limitations, to certain suppliers and could only work from their own catalogue. Nikola who only works there during the summer months was I think embarrassed, there are few bigger names than Yanmar and Racor, and he subsequently refused any payment for the fishing rod. He also told me the main supplier for Cagliari was Riman, Via Giudice Mariano near the T Hotel so off I went. It was a good 30 min ride but I did see some pleasant parks of the N suburbs. I found the street and went up & down it twice, made enquiries but nobody had heard of Riman. I returned and popped into Piercarlo who did a Google map search and brought up the street views. Riman’s was in Via Giudice Costantino about 50m away –how frustrating. They had just moved there and were a nautical supplier in a completely non-nautical neighbourhood. They could of course supply, the wired attachment would take 5 days so I ordered from Piercarlo and will collect in due course. I mention this because it is typical of Croatia and Sardinia, in that the central supplier often holds routine, spare parts but commercial politics dominate the local purveyor, frustrating for a customer. I paid more visits to reception, I’d have some fuel in one hour, then it was 1500, and when I went in search of Montis in the yard at 1545 he ignored me, busy lifting a concrete pontoon when its lifting strap burst and the pontoon crashed to the ground. The air was blue; I did wonder whether that might have happened to somebody’s yacht! Eventually at 1700 Ricardo +1 turned up with 6 x30L tanks for 1.5€/L and this was clearly red diesel! Shh!! I even managed to get 50ml of Schneider Green Star biocide from Montis. Bacterial growth in fuel tanks is becoming an increasing problem because of the increasing use of biodiesel that contains more water which sits of course at the bottom of one’s tank and this encourages the bacterial problem. Anyway I could replace my main fuel filter without the leads, prime and start the engine and we had no red charge light staying on. I switched off shore power will run the batteries down overnight and we shall review engine charging tomorrow.  David and I enjoyed a long chat over pre-prandial drinks – two beers and two bottles of wine! Supper and a review of the weather showed 15knots westerly (bang on the nose) for Saturday & Sunday, easing Monday. Jonathan reported in that he will arrive midday Monday so that settled it I now plan to arrive in Portoscuso 1700LT Monday making an early start for the 10hr passage. Very late in the evening some drama unfolded. The first thing the yachties noted was a violent rocking, most poked their heads out. A large police launch must have been waiting in the Marina di Saint Elmo for it had roared past and turned sharply with a blazing searchlight. There were two other smaller police launches all focussing on a point on the shoreline just off our marina. There were repeated loud shouts but I’ve no idea what was actually happening and none of us were inclined at that late hour to leave our boats.
Friday June 13th.
David eventually came on board at 1145 and I started the engine with the monitor reading 12.0V -9.8A 44% 188AHr. The Volts climbed rapidly and we have charging.  He left for Sicily and Turkey at 1300 neatly pivoting on his upwind stern line, with a bottle of whisky from this grateful sailor. Just before he left we were treated to a school of dolphins enjoying their lunch within the harbour. Quite clearly they had shepherded a shoal of fish into a blind alley and every now and again there was a flash of a silver fish as they leapt to no avail from the swift and agile hunters. At 1600 carrying my trolley I set off for Piercarlo, the ATM and the supermarket. I circled northwards afterwards in search of a hairdresser but all I achieved was a long hot walk through quite pleasant suburbs. In the glow of the evening sun another of nature’s treats was watching the flocks of reeling flamingos.
Saturday June 14th.
Showered and did my laundry, great to have these facilities on board. Yesterday there was no gin at Gieffe, the supermarket. “Come back tomorrow”, said Jonathan, the store man. At 1151 I reined in my steed but alas there was no gin, I spoke with Paula at the till, look behind you she said and blow me at precisely that time there was Jonathan pushing the huge service trolley towards the drinks section. I walked back with my prize(s) and more milk on the back of the bike. I called at reception to pay my bills and was promptly given a very large G & T and a beer with three of my Polish neighbours followed that. I was sufficiently light headed to nearly sever my long finger cutting bread for lunch!  Now a BBQ was planned for 2200 with music to be followed by the England v Italy game at 0000. My meal from the freezer would not BBQ so I ate on board but wandered along to the festivities at 2230. Janus and his pals from Poland had kept me a place in the front rank. Another extraordinary scene, the “tents” were crowded with many nationalities and not a few locals. In the midst of this Garry from Liverpool sought me out, he was ex RN and leaving the Navy had done a medical assistant course at Catterick and Harrogate! There was an excellent vocalist and lots of drinking and dancing before everyone settled down to watch the match. A good match until one mistake by the England L back let in a cross and Italy won 2-1. 
Sunday June 15th.
Cleaned the floors. I keep wondering about my exit strategy. There is little room, & I’m bows to.  There is more room down channel but reversing makes me vulnerable to any wind when I shift to go forward. On the other hand I’m thinking about dropping back on a line from by stbd stern to the stern of the boat to stbd and once clear pivoting on it and exiting the boat channel in reverse.  Booked my flights from Faro July 30 returning Aug 13th so should make a colleague’s retirement do in Harrogate on Aug 2 and my cousin’s jubilee celebration on the 10th.
Monday June 16th. Cagliari to Portoscuso 70M.
ETA Portoscuso 1700 and looking forward to seeing son Jonathan, on the pier to welcome me in again. What a day! Up at 0500; wind from aft so that will help to keep me off the boats astern. In fact I let go starboard lines and warped by bow to port, to angle PD and left at 0600 in reverse turning round the smaller boat to starboard. They seemed to have got the weather wrong I was expecting a gentle 10 knots westerly but we had a NW F5! Once clear of the harbour I was able to set full sail heading SW but by 0800 I was motor sailing. As I turned westwards so did the wind bang on the nose F4/5. It was fine and I had a lovely view of the green and hilly coastline dotted with towers to warn of pirates in bygone years. At 1130 it was an extraordinary sight to see 2 fishing boats and 19 sailboats, the latter all running. To see so many close together must have meant that there was some sort of rally. Once through them, a high-speed military patrol boat with its siren wailing challenged me. I was too close inshore at Cape Teulada and was told to steer 160° (my course at the time was 264°!!) to clear the military area by 5 miles. They were friendly and I of course complied – well at least for 30mins as I gradually wound back to my track. It was a little bouncy and I had not secured the top of the fairy liquid, which fell over and went everywhere. By golly that took some clearing up soapsuds all over the galley! At 1415 things started to get interesting. The engine revs and power rapidly fell away, I set all sail and switched off, sailing my best course to windward.  I heard a securite giving several VHF channels about a gale warning but could glean little further nor the area. We certainly had a good F5 gusting 6 and the swell did seem to be increasing from the west, being some 2m, but my barometer had reassuringly risen slightly. I put two reefs in the main and reduced the genoa to 7/8th, to improve visibility. To add to my concerns the engine would not start at all. Fortunately I only had to tack once to clear Capo Sperone before a long 9M making tack NWbyN up the west side of Isola di Saint Antioco. There was one further tack to clear a lighthouse, and then I was in the lee of Isola di San Pietro. I could certainly anchor under sail at Punta Nera, the little holiday beach where Jonathan Giuditta and friends had a lovely lunch and swim last year, and be protected from any gale but I would be rather stuck there with little prospect of help. Carloforte was out, I would not manage the approach on my own, I could make Calasetta but if the wind went N I would be exposed. I sussed out the wind just past Punta Nera and in the Canale di San Pietro there was a good NWly 5, which made it possible to reach Portoscuso close, hauled. I’d managed to send a text to Jonathan at 1630 apologising for not making my ETA saying I’d consider my options in the lee of S. Pietro. Now at 1800 I sent him another saying, “I can sail up to Portoscuso, can you arrange a tow in?” and, confident in No 1 son, sailed merrily on.  Things got interesting on land.  The marina staff despite knowing my ETA had left and the vigilante was no help so they contacted the coastguard at Porto Vesme. Anyway I duly prepared ship creamed up to Portoscuso hard on the wind, and heaved to. Eventually a local yachtsman came out with a friend in his dory and towed me in with a bow line from his bow going astern (not quite the preferred method) and I was met my Jonathan taking pictures, much to his delight, family and friends + Tenente di Vascello, Matteo Prantne, the coastguard and his sergeant.  All secure at 2015 and a warm welcome and supper awaited me at the Albero dei Limoni after which Jono joined his Dad on PD for a few drams into the small hours.
Tuesday June 17th.
[bookmark: _GoBack]Washed the boat down and refilled water tank. A marina staff attended, had clearly seen the boats name, yet asked when did I arrive and how long was I staying?  He could just about say, “documents” and “passport”. It makes one wonder about what sort of communication goes on here between the staff. We had been asked to attend the Coastguard Office in Porto Vesme at 1100 to file a report. I was phoned while there by the British Consul in Cagliari who like all good diplomats had read the morning news and wished to check on the health on one of Her Majesty’s subjects. Apparently a report had appeared in some four to five local newspapers. We obtained one that spoke of the Coastguard saving a septuagenarian Englishman in a 42ft(45ft!) boat outside Portoscuso as darkness fell with an approaching storm!! Somewhat over the top! I’m 45ft, without the davits; there was no darkness and no storm. I filed a report and they also wish me to write in effect a complaint to the marina regarding certain safety measures copied to them and a regional authority. As I’m here for a month, that will require some diplomacy. But, I was expected if delayed, any night staff should have contact arrangements to call out competent staff to man a dory to help a disabled boat in, also although I knew I had pontoon 8 available and at a pinch could have sailed in, the outermost a windward cleat was broken and would not catch an arresting lasso and though I reported this last year it has still not been replaced as I rather suspected. Ideally all staff should have some Basic English, the international language of the sea and the air and basic competence with VHF radio. Pm I changed both the filters and the engine started OK so I’ll move to pontoon 6 tomorrow, but although it might be expected to have a further fuel problem initially a question mark does arise, for how long? I was planning to sail almost directly to Gibraltar some 715M but will have to route via the Balearics to give more “ports of refuge”.
So safely in Portoscuso after the passage from Croatia, full of interest and a few challenges and culminating in an eventful final leg and plenty of laughs. I shall meet Rae on Thursday and we’ll spend a few days travelling around Sardinia before joining all the other guests for the family event of the year. 


















































































































































































































